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	22460 Candy_EN (2)
	22460 Candy_EN (1)

	content: 41 wooden sweets, 3 color dice, 1 mat
	main goal: Visual Distinction: Distinguishing and identifying the correct candy by looking.
	extra goals: Mathematics: Learn to recognize and name the different colors.Motor skills: Learn to react quickly to take a candy.Social skills: Enhance social skills by playing together.
	basic concept: Recognition and naming of colors, Visual distinction
	step 1: Try to recognize and name the different colors of the candy.
	step 2: Use one dice to sort the candy according to the color that is shown on the dice.
	step 3: Play together with other children by using one dice and everyone has to find candies where these colors are shown (among others).
	advanced concept: Action-reaction
	advanced concept1: Make a competition with other children by using all three dice. Who will be the first to get the candy with only the colors shown on the dice? Watch out because there is only one candy for every color matching possibility when you play with three dice. Check after 10 minutes who found most of the candies. He or she is the fastest player.
	Text2: Distinction
	product: Candy
	activities: Talk about healthy and unhealthy food with the children.What kind of food do the children like? Create a list with the children. What do you have to eat most/ less? Every child can draw some food and you can develop a food pyramid together.Talk about different kinds of food: sweets, vegetables, fruits,...Where does the food come from? Which food can grow by itself (in the earth or on a tree) and which is produced by industry? Look at the ingredients of sweets and other industrial made food.
	productNO: 22460                
	main observation: Ist the child able to distinguish and identify the correct candy by looking?
	extra observation: Is the child able to name different colors?Is the child able to distinguish the colors?Are there relations to the own experiences of the child and can he/ she name them?Are the children able to play together?Does the child get easily frustrated?Do the children understand the topic (different kind of food)?
	Text1: Visual Distinction


